Spring Stories

Spring is here! Whatever type of book you prefer – serious or sunny – enjoy a taste of springtime whenever you open one of these titles.

**Devil in Spring** by Lisa Kleypas “The world of Victorian England is drawn with Kleypas’ usual sharp wit and well-researched political nuances.” – Kirkus

**A Long Time Gone** by Karen White “This southern saga of life in Mississippi is one of White's best.” – The Huffington Post

**Murder Most Maine** by Karen McInerney It's springtime on Cranberry Island — and love is in the air. It seems like every woman has the hots for buff trainer Dirk De Leon. (#3 in series)

**No Cats Allowed** by Miranda James It's spring in Missouri but library staff are too busy crime-solving to stop and smell the flowers. #7 in Cat in the Stacks cozy mystery series.

**Spill Simmer Falter Wither** by Sara Baume “A deeply attuned portrait of the human mind...An unsettling literary surprise of the best sort.” – The Atlantic

**Spring Fever** by Mary Kay Andrews “Andrews delivers a satisfying read that will leave a taste as tangy, delicious and sweet as an ice-cold bottle of Quixie soda.” – Kirkus

**Springtime: A Ghost Story** by Michelle de Kretser “This is a gorgeous, delicately surprising piece of writing...” — The New York Times

**Sweetbriar Cottage** by Denise Hunter “Hunter's snappy dialogue and heartwarming prose will appeal to fans of Jan Karon and Mary Simses.”— Booklist

**The Thoughts and Happenings of Wilfred Price Purveyor of Superior Funerals** by Wendy Jones “...this diverting novel is pure pleasure” — The New York Times

**Upon a Spring Breeze** by Kelly Irvin “A moving and compelling tale about the power of grace and forgiveness...” (An Every Amish Season novel) — Library Journal